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Hermann Historica’s 76th Auction May 1–11:
Masterpieces Of Antiquity & European Royalty
MUNICH — Hermann Historica GmbH will conduct an
auction from May 1 to 11 with
the usual wide range of high
quality precious objects from
all eras and the world. Approximately 6,500 lots from all specialist areas represented by the
auction house are to come
under the hammer — antiquities, arms and armor, works of
art, hunting antiques, orders
and collectibles of history and
military history.
The
antiquities
section
includes a variety of unique
objects that were crafted by the
skilled smiths. A Seljuk incense
burner in bronze, its body composed of three identical faces,
bears testimony to the outstanding craftsmanship of the
Orient. With pointed chins and
slightly puffed cheeks, the profile of the mouths, noses and
eyes clearly delineated, the
faces contemplate the beholder
from every side.
Originating on a different
continent, but no less desirable,
is a gold statue from preColumbian South America.
Dating from the early Quimbaya civilization in the Fifth to

A gold statue from preColumbian South America
dates from the early Quimbaya civilization in the Fifth
to the Ninth Century.

Antique firearms include a pair of deluxe flintlock pistols
from the armory of the Princes von Lobkowitz, circa 1730.
the Ninth century, the vial is in
the shape of a squatting cervid
— half man, half stag.
The works produced by the
medieval and early modern
armorers and blacksmiths
invariably exhibit the highest
standards of functional reliability and aesthetics. Every
detail in the composition of the
highly ornate German full
armor in Augsburg style, from
the second half of the Sixteenth
Century, has been meticulously
devised. The roped flanges at
the gussets and neck opening
deflected onslaughts away from
the body, while the shoulders,
greaves and gauntlets granted
the wearer the greatest possible freedom of movement by all
sliding on several lames. Boasting a screw-mounted, hinged
lance rest on the side and a
particularly sturdy, ridged
breast plate, and topped with
an elegant helmet, the armor
was clearly intended to afford
the competitor optimal protection.
Next in line is a German
sword from the first decades of
the Seventeenth Century; similar weapons may be found in

the well-known military museums of Stockholm and Paris.
The blackened iron knucklebow hilt is particularly arresting with its fine décor of flower
tendrils and cherubim, inlaid
in silver. The sophisticated
inlay technique — the marquetry of the artisan metalworker
has all but vanished today — it
was only used for first-class
artifacts; the eight ribs of the
pommel are adorned with the
precious metal silver.
The quality and diversity of
the lots from Africa, the Ottoman Empire, India, Japan and
China remain are irresistible.
A Chinese ferrule in bronze
with gold and silver inlays from
the Warring States period in
the Fourth and Third centuries
BCE sets the scene for the rare
lots in this section. Originating
from a private collection with
ownership documented over
many years, the object is decorated with stylized bird’s heads.
The military history and historical objects section is a treasure trove of interesting collectors’ items. Rare edged weapons
may be the highlights of the
Russian section, including a

A Chinese ferrule in bronze
with gold and silver inlays
from the Warring States
period in the Fourth and
Third Centuries BCE.
heavy cavalry sword made in
Solingen by P.W. Knecht, dated
1844, which was presented to
Prince Georg of Hesse-Darmstadt (1780–1856) by Tsar
Nicholas I of Russia (1796–
1856). There is a wide range of
consignments from the personal possessions of European sovereigns, like the telescope
belonging to King Ludwig II
(1845–1886), engraved with his
monogram, the royal crown
and a laurel wreath. With a
quintuple brass barrel and still
in excellent condition, the telescope can be extended to a
maximum length of 55 centimeters.
A selection of orders and
insignia includes a set of the
Order of St Anna, 1st class with
diamonds. The luminosity of
the translucent red enamel
cross
on
the
intricately
engraved gold background commands the gaze, while the fine
enamel painting — executed

Ornate and flexible German
full armor in Augsburg
style, from the second half
of the Sixteenth Century.
with ultimate attention to
detail — underlines the significance of this gem.
Antique firearms include a
pair of deluxe flintlock pistols
from the armory of the Princes
of Lobkowitz. Produced circa
1730 at the Prague workshop of
Paul Ignazius Poser, the weapons were finished with the chiseling work by Franz Matzendorf. Decorative tendrils trail
over the hammers and a procession of antique, mythological figures marches across the
trigger guards and butt caps.
Previews are available at
Hermann Historica GmbH Linprunstraße 16 D-80335, April
26, 27 and 30 through May 7, 2
to 6 pm. For more information,
www.hermann-historica.com or
+49 (0)89 547 26 490, +49 (0)89
547 26 49-99.

Montclair Art Museum Final Venue For Kay WalkingStick Retrospective
MONTCLAIR, N.J. — The
American Federation of Arts, in
partnership with the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the
American Indian (NMAI), present at the Montclair Art Museum
(MAM), “Kay WalkingStick: An
American Artist,” in the final
stop of a national tour. The exhi-
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bition is the first significant retrospective of Kay WalkingStick
(b 1935), a citizen of the Cherokee Nation and one of the world’s
most celebrated artists of Native
American ancestry. The exhibition is co-curated by NMAI curator Kathleen Ash-Milby (Navajo)
and associate director David W.
Penney, in close collaboration
with the artist. The exhibition’s
presentation at the Montclair Art
Museum is coordinated by Gail
Stavitsky, MAM’s chief curator,
and continues through June 17.
Featuring more than 60 of
WalkingStick’s most notable
paintings, drawings, notebooks
and the diptychs for which she is
best known, the exhibition traces
her career over more than four
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“New Mexico Desert” by Kay WalkingStick, 2011, oil on
wood panel, purchased through a special gift from the Louise Ann Williams Endowment, 2013. National Museum of the
American Indian 26/9250, photo courtesy American Federation of Arts
decades and culminates with her
recent paintings of monumental
landscapes and Native places.
Her distinctive approach to
painting emerged from the cauldron of the New York art world,
poised between late Modernism
and Postmodernism of the 1960s
and 1970s. Organized chronologically around themes that mark
her artistic journey, “Kay WalkingStick: An American Artist”
traces a path of constant invention, innovation, and evolving
artistic and personal growth
through visually brilliant and
evocative works of art.

The presentation at the Montclair Art Museum spans several
galleries, located on either side of
the museum’s permanent installation of works by George Inness.
WalkingStick reflected, “I am a
great admirer of George Inness
and his work will serve as an
introduction to my late paintings.
In fact, I see myself as part of the
long tradition of American landscape painters including Asher B.
Durand, Albert Bierstadt, Thomas Moran and George Inness. In
their work, especially Inness’
paintings of Montclair, there is a
sense of his closeness to home. I

am from the tri-state area and I
love New Jersey’s landscape. I
see this area as our place.”
WalkingStick held her first solo
exhibition in New York City in
1969. She has since exhibited her
work in more than 30 groundbreaking solo exhibitions and
numerous group exhibitions
nationally and internationally,
culminating in the major traveling retrospective “Kay WalkingStick: An American Artist.” She
was also the first Native American artist to appear in H.W. Janson’s “History of Art” (Fifth Edition, 1995). Her work is
represented in the collections of
several museums, including the
Smithsonian’s National Museum
of the American Indian, the
National Gallery of Canada, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
and the Montclair Art Museum.
She has received many awards,
including grants from the Pollock-Krasner Foundation, the
Joan Mitchell Foundation, the
National Endowment for the
Arts and the Eiteljorg Fellowship
for Native American Fine Art
(2003).
The Montclair Art Museum is
at 3 South Mountain Avenue. For
additional information, 973-7465555 or www.montclairartmuseum.org.

